
Delightful Sage Garden Bat Mitzvah

Bat mitzvah girl Lily is a ballet dancer, a kind soul and a lover of all things floral. We knew the most important
elements for her would be a dance floor, lots of flowers and dainty touches. This was beautifully unveiled in a purple
and sage themed garden on a drizzly afternoon at the Garland Hotel.
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The adults were seated at intimate round tables covered in crisp white linens that let the rest of the table setting
shine; a mix of tall and low floral centerpieces, purple goblets, twinkling purple candles, and butterfly bread plates.
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The kids had their own dedicated area, appropriately named "Lily's Pad," which featured communal tables for all of
Lily's friends to move about and mingle. These long tables were adorned with a gorgeous purple and sage floral
linen, green water goblets, draped purple napkins and floating purple candles. The lush floral arrangements
scattered down the center were the perfect way to surround Lily with her favorite thing - flowers!
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Lily’s theme was kept throughout each detail from the decorated menus to the stunning invitations which were
absolutely loved by the attendees. As well as, on the signature cocktails list which added a fun and unique
touch.
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Lily radiated at her special event, surrounded by her favorite colors and personalized items including butterfly
pillows.
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Shimmering in an elegant 3D display was her name in resin filled with dried flowers, next to candles dedicated
to loved ones; each coming up to light theirs. It was a touching moment during a fun-filled celebration.
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The celebrations included henna designing, flower-crown making with an actual florist onsite who made
individual crowns from flowers guests handpicked, customized sweatshirts, a classy lounge area and of
course, lots of dancing.
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Lily got to showcase her ballet training on her very own custom dance floor which kicked off a fun-filled
evening. Friends and family really tore it up on this dance floor and we loved being a part of the exciting
energy!
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All generations enjoyed this event and guests felt like they were in an enchanted garden. We loved
incorporating all of Lily’s favorite things to create this amazing bat mitzvah.
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Vendors

LA Event Planners: @mitzvahsisters
Photographer: @staceyadamsphoto
Flowers: @twigz_floraldesign
Invitations & printing: @occasiontocelebrate
DJ: @checkone2ent
Logo: @catandtigerdesigns
Venue: @thegarland
Rentals: @mtb_event_rentals
Photo Booth: @rachaelbphoto

https://www.instagram.com/mitzvahsisters

